
Black Dog Punch Art  
by Delys Cram. www.delysc.wordpress.com 

Idea inspired by Sandra Shimizu 

 

Method:  

 

1. Punch out 2 black scallop ovals and one black scallop circle. Cut off 5 scallops off the circle 

bottom. Adhere the two scallop ovals together as shown. 

   
2. If you want a skinnier ear then you will need to repunch like this. (tip- adhere scallop to 

bottom of your grid paper with snail or dotto and repunch so that it doesn’t move or you get 

your fingers punched as well lol) 

Supplies Needed: 

Dog: 
1 ¾ “Scallop circle punch 
Scallop Oval punch 
Boho Blossoms punch 
Heart to heart punch 
Cupcake Builder punch 
1/16 Handheld punch 
Black and white Cardstock 
White gel pen 
Black pen 
Background: 
Scallop Oval punch 
Large Oval punch 
Postage Stamp punch 
1” Circle punch 
Heart to Heart punch 
1/16 Handheld punch 
Patterned Paper 
Confetti White, Pool party and Pear 
Pizzazz Cardstock. 
Petite Pairs stamp set. 

http://www.delysc.wordpress.com/
http://scrap-fun.blogspot.co.nz/2011/07/feliz-dia-do-amigo.html


  
 

3. Punch out white circle scallop and cut off as shown  

 

  
 

4. Position as shown. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



5. Punch out white scallop oval for the muzzle and adhere to grid paper and repunch as shown. 

 

 

 

6. Stack dimentionals onto the back of muzzle and adhere to scallop oval and scallop circle 

(adhering them altogether). 

  
7. Add small heart from heart to heart punch. I used a ¼ of a dimentional to pop it up. 

  
 

8. Punch out flowers from Boho blossom punch and cut as shown.  Adhere to top of scallop 

ovals ears with dimentionals. 



 

 

9. Cut two apples from black cardstock and cut off stem.  Adhere to bottom of white scallop 

circle. 

 
 

10. Finishing touches- Punch out two white eyes using 1/16 punch and adhere all as shown 

below.  Add white gel pen to nose and paws and use a Black marker pen to do the eyes and 

the mouth and youre done!  

 
N.B I’m Happy to share this PDF with anyone and everyone but please have some manners and link 

back to my website if you do show on your website. Thank you.  


